Submit . . .

However ideal the objective of the UK government's 'Digital by
Default' strategy, the non-collaborative approach taken by the
various government agencies will inadvertently add complexity
to law firm processes.
Separate sign-ins and different workflows for each authority are
just 2 examples of why government portals are not the ideal
environment for legal practitioners.
Additional efficiency barriers include limited functionality and
reporting, time-out issues and, critically for law firms, a threat
that risk management and compliance could be compromised.
The Oyez Gateway was developed to overcome all of the shortcomings of government portals. Our primary aim is to allow legal
firms to collaborate and incorporate e- submissions into their
current workflow using 1 common process for multiple agencies.

MR01 Companies House Submissions
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Coming Soon . . .



Multiple submissions of MR01 handled efficiently
with the duplicate MR01 option

In order to deliver the greatest benefit to our customers,
our initial priority is to target the submission portals of

Forms are accepted and certificate returned within
24 hours

the agencies that have a firm 'switch to digital' date.

Data automatically populates in the accepted
authority format

The Companies House Mortgage Charge (MR01) module
is only the first step on a development platform that will
also support submissions to the following agencies:

21 day deadline is monitored with appropriate
warnings
Rejections can be edited and re-submitted
immediately
User access and permissions are controlled
Authorised auditor approves prior to submission
Submission history provides a complete audit trail
All files are data encrypted and transferred via
Secure HTTPS transmission
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The demand for additional portal modules will expand as
more firms move to digital.
Find out more: www.oyezgateway.co.uk

WHY ARE SO MANY UK LEGAL FIRMS MOVING TO OYEZ ?
Choice

5* Support

We’re a totally independent, UK-owned
provider. Our products integrate with
almost all case & document management
systems so you won't get backed into
a technology corner.

OyezForms customers have free, on-going
access to our friendly support team. This
service is very highly regarded by all of our
customers who consistently rate it 5-stars.

Continuing Innovation

Fair Price

Our on-going development program
covers both our current and future
products. We guarantee your forms
package will remain totally relevant
and reliable far into the future.

Our aim is to offer our clients as much value
as possible. That means providing you with
the latest technologies, user-friendly products,
high levels of personal service and our fair
price policy.

For more information or to arrange a free trial, call us on 0845 017 5517 or email sales@oyez.co.uk

The
Oyez
Gateway

Submit
Used and trusted by 1000’s
of legal & professional firms
throughout the UK

Capture . . .
Oyez Forms
Our range of key features and specialist process forms were
developed to work specifically to the requirements of the
modern law practice.

USER BENEFITS
Advanced search engine for speed and ease-of-use
Multiple form opening allows time-saving copying & pasting of data

Flow . . .
Test the benefits
for yourself with a
free, no obligation
Forms Trial

FORMS
Ask for a free
15-minute online
presentation of our
Dataflow Systems

Expandable fields with large character limit
Flexible formatting allows margins & indents to be set and bullet
points & numbering to be inserted
Undo-Redo feature recovers deleted text
Create a collection of forms and save as one file
Pinboard creates & stores clauses and standard text for
instant insertion
Create and share forms automatically in PDF format

TECHNICAL BENEFITS
Easy, automatically scheduled form updates take place as users work

SUPERIOR

We offer free,
ongoing support
for all of our
Form Solutions

ENGINEERING

Data Workflow
A collection of time-saving process systems that offer an
easier way to compile, insert and share the information
required for the completion of complex legal forms.

INTELLIGENT WORD FORM-E
Smooth navigation between sections and sub sections for
fast completion and revisions
Produced in flexible Word format
Add / delete rows or insert blank rows at any point in a table
Duplicate sections to incorporate all required information
sequentially
Instantly recalculates when asset values are updated
Creates chronology automatically
Convert up to 6 multiple currencies to Sterling
Child Benefit is automatically created and inserted into Income
When sections are completed the Summary (A to L) compiles
automatically
Automatic preparation of Schedule of Assets

DIVORCE WORKFLOW
Enter divorce case details just once and the information you’ve
typed automatically flows into all forms required upon opening

Case and document management integration
Network optimisation

LPA COMBINED

Extremely stable codebase and very light footprint

Simply enter relevant data once. Easy navigation allows you to
move to required sections and complete the workflow details for
Donor, Attorneys, Replacement Attorneys and People To Be Told.

i-Filter: Windows search integration
Smart caching promotes improved performance across a WAN
Backwards compatibility respected

WORD FORMAT
For a modest fee increase you can benefit from Word forms

CoP WORKFLOW
Fill in the relevant case details on the front page. Upon opening,
data automatically flows into the individual selected forms.

Familiar format offers increased flexibility & speed

IHT-400 (ALL)

Integrates easily into your standard forms package

Enter details of the deceased into the IHT-400 on page 1 for
instant population of all Schedules upon opening. Asset values
entered into the Schedules automatically update the estate
values in the IHT-400.

All updates managed by Active Library to ensure forms are compliant
Word flexibility offers improved productivity for complex
transactions

